
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It ___________ strange, indeed, if he _________________ from the
shock.
1.

(be) (not/suffer)
would be did not suffer

I __________ you in a second if it _______ Roger; he's dirty.2. (kill) (be)'d kill were

The reason I had for concealing myself was that I might not die; for I
thought that if they _______________ me, of course they
_________________ me.

3.

(not/find) (not/kill)
did not find

could not kill

Though he found them thieves, he is willing to conjecture that they
__________________ if they ______ anything to trade.
4.

(not/steal) (have)would not steal had

If I ______ a letter from a dead man it _____________ me creep all over.5.
(get) (make)

got would make

He felt that if he ______ a larger, freer forehead he _____________ more
soul and more room for his mind to work.
6.

(have) (have)
had would have

_________________ so high if he ______ this thing?7. (he/stand/?) (do)Would he stand did

If she _________ her mouth she ________________ enough air into her
lungs.
8.

(close) (not/get)
closed could not get

Indeed, the situation ______________ up with more rapidity if we _______
to the other extreme and thought of labor always as thirty million separate
individuals.

9.

(clear) (go)

would clear went

He thought he __________________ some ground of understanding
between them if he _________ her.
10.

(establish) (abuse)
could establish

abused

If I ___________ on a bit of advice, which I feel most reluctant to do, it
___________ to the effect that while one should always study the method of
a great artist, one should never imitate his manner.

11.

(venture) (be)

ventured
would be

And you ________ the same now, if it _______ you now.12. (do) (pay)'d do paid

You ___________________ me if I ____________ her.13.
(not/believe) (describe)

wouldn't believe described
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However, if they __________ to surrender and made no resistance or
trouble in any way, we _____________ them prisoners.
14.

(offer) (take)
offered

would take

O, if I _______ where that was, _________________________ on it!15.
(know) (how gladly/I/die/?)

knew how gladly would I die

If they ___________ a real emergency now, the ship
____________________.
16.

(run into) (passive/finish)
ran into

would be finished

If they _______ willing to do that my father ____________ the deal
through without delay.
17.

(be) (put)
were would put

He ___________ captain if he _________ to.18. (be) (want)could be wanted

No one _____________ himself the trouble to gain or to maintain
superiority if it ___________ him no advantage or enjoyment.
19.

(give) (afford)
would give

afforded

If it ______ necessary he ____________ me hear from him again.20.
(be) (let)

was would let
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